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African Genesis. Robert Ardrey. Atheneum, New York, 1961. 357 p $6.95.
The general theme of this book is set forth in its opening sentence, "Not in innocence and

not in Asia, was mankind born." Robert Ardrey graduated from the University of Chicago in
1930 with a general grounding in the biology of his period. In the intellectual turbulence of the
1930's he followed the theater, writing for both state and films. It is probably this experience
that gives a flair to his writing, and his sound adherence to biological principles is sometimes
obscured by dramatic wordiness. He reviews such ecological principles as territory, dominance
(peck order), and sexual selection, and evaluates their relative roles in Primate groups. He
reaches his main thesis in the middle of the book and charges forth to defend Dr. Raymond Dart,
the Johannesburg anatomist who discovered Australopithecus in 1924. Ardrey defines Dart's
South African finds as sub-human, carnivorous, bone-tool-using apes and (suprisingly) identifies
Leakey's Zinjanthropus with Broom's Paranthropus of the Swartkrans area near Johannesburg.
Potassium-argon dating of these two types (here mentioned only in a footnote) may well alter the
supposed relationship. Poor proofreading is indicated by the use of "antic" for "arctic" and
several misspellings. Two rather elaborate fold-out charts supplement the text matter of the
book. The first chart (facing p 206) shows such glaring errors as insects in the Cambrain and
Ordivician periods, Pterodactyls in the Carboniferous, and very modern birds in the Cretaceous.
The second chart (facing p 270) perports to show the distribution of ancient men and sub-men
in the Pleistocene. Dating with isotopes may well alter this chart. Ardrey's philosophical
deductions, based upon the culture of the sub-human types, are interesting and thought-provoking.
He has produced a book that is well worth reading, if a miserable job of binding will enable the
volume to hold together until you finish it.
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